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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
90 - TRANSGENDER AND GENDER REASSIGNMENT
OU ISRAEL CENTER - SUMMER 2018

Transgender and transexuality is not a new issue. For thousands of years in many world cultures there have been individuals who were
clearly born physically as one gender but who wished to ‘become’ the other gender. This has historically expressed itself through behavior
and modes of dress, make-up and jewelry. In modern times, hormone treatment and Gender Reassignment Surgery (GRS) have become an
option. The number of GRS operations carried out worldwide per year is not known but is estimated at up to 2500 (most Male-to-Female)1.
That means those who have had such surgery now number in the tens of thousands and it is to expected that many more people who have
not had the surgery still have transgender orientations.
A number of questions need to be addressed from a Jewish perspective2 when dealing with transgender:
• Is there a Jewish ‘view’ on gender? What are the key differences between male and female?
• Is there a Jewish perspective on a person who feels that their true ‘spiritual’ gender is different to their anatomical sexuality?
• Is it halachically permitted to have GRS in either direction?
• Following GRS does the halachic gender change?
• Following GRS will there still be a halachic problem of yichud with someone previously of the other gender.
• What is an authentic Jewish approach to transexuality and transgender issues, on an individual and communal level?
• How should we react to and deal with a societal transsexual and intersexual culture-shift?

A] WHAT IS TRANSGENDER?

1.

Transgender people are people who have a gender identity or gender expression that differs from their assigned sex. Transgender
people are sometimes called transsexual if they desire medical assistance to transition from one sex to another. Transgender is
also an umbrella term: in addition to including people whose gender identity is the opposite of their assigned sex (trans men and
trans women), it may include people who are not exclusively masculine or feminine (people who are genderqueer, e.g. bigender,
pangender, genderfluid, or agender). Other definitions of transgender also include people who belong to a third gender, or
conceptualize transgender people as a third gender. Infrequently, the term transgender is defined very broadly to include
cross-dressers, regardless of their gender identity.
Being transgender is independent of sexual orientation: transgender people may identify as heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual,
asexual, etc., or may consider conventional sexual orientation labels inadequate or inapplicable. The term transgender can also
be distinguished from intersex, a term that describes people born with physical sex characteristics "that do not fit typical binary
notions of male or female bodies".
The degree to which individuals feel genuine, authentic, and comfortable within their external appearance and accept their
genuine identity has been called transgender congruence. Many transgender people experience gender dysphoria, and some
seek medical treatments such as hormone replacement therapy, sex reassignment surgery, or psychotherapy. Not all transgender
people desire these treatments, and some cannot undergo them for financial or medical reasons.
Most transgender people face discrimination at and in accessing work, public accommodations, and healthcare. They are not
legally protected from discrimination in many places.
3

Wikipedia - 29 May 2017

1. Encyclopedia of Surgery - http://www.surgeryencyclopedia.com/Pa-St/Sex-Reassignment-Surgery.html
2. For an excellent shiur on this topic, see Rabbi Efrem Goldberg from Boca Raton Syngaogue, available on YU Torah. I am indebted to him for some of the sources on this sheet. See
http://www.yutorah.org/lectures/lecture.cfm/837346/rabbi-efrem-goldberg/man-and-woman-he-created-them-torah-view-of-transgender/
3. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transgender
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One effort to quantify the population gave a "rough estimate" that 0.3 percent of adults in the US (1-in-300) are transgender,
overlapping to an unknown degree with the estimated 3.5 percent of US adults (1-in-30) who identify as LGBT. More recent
studies released in 2016 estimate the proportion of Americans who identify as transgender at 0.5 to 0.6%. This would put the
total number at approximately 1.4 million adults (as of 2016).
Wikipedia - 29 May 2017

3.

High rates of suicide and self-harm among transgender youth - Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, August 31 2016
In a new study, 30 percent of transgender youth report a history of at least one suicide attempt, and nearly 42 percent report a

history of self-injury, such as cutting. The Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center study also discovered a higher frequency
of suicide attempts among transgender youth who are dissatisfied with their weight.
“Our study provides further evidence for the at-risk nature of transgender youth and emphasizes that mental health providers and
physicians working with this population need to be aware of these challenges," says Claire Peterson, PhD, a psychologist at
Cincinnati Children's and lead author of the study. "Dissatisfaction with one's appearance and the drive to look different from
one's sex assigned at birth is central to gender dysphoria -- the feeling that your gender identity is different from that at birth."
More patients transitioning from female to male reported a history of suicide attempts and self-injury than those transitioning
from male to female. The study is published in Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior, the journal of the American Association of
Suicidology.
The researchers analyzed data from the medical records of 96 transgender patients, ages 12 to 22, with gender dysphoria visiting
the Transgender Health Clinic at Cincinnati Children's. The clinic has served nearly 500 patients since it opened in 2013.
Fifty-eight percent had at least one additional psychiatric diagnosis in addition to gender dysphoria. Nearly 63 percent indicated a
history of bullying, 23.1 percent a history of school suspension or expulsion, 19.3 percent involvement in physical fights and 17.1
percent repeating a grade in school. ....
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/08/160831110833.htm

B] GENDER AND SEXUAL DESIGNATION IN TORAH THOUGHT
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4.

zf:t ,hatrc

In Chapter 1 of the account of Creation the Torah designates two genders - male and female - in human kind.
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5.

c ,hatrc

In Chapter 2 we see that the woman was in some way ‘separated’ from the man.

vcebu rfz ch,fs tuv tsv /utrc xubhdursbt iuatrv ost ,t tuv lurc ausev trca vgac rzgkt ic vhnrh hcr rnt
itfk cd ohhcd utagu urxbu 'utrc ohpumrp uhs iuatrv ost ,t tuv lurc ausev trca vgac injb rc ktuna r"t /otrc
itfk cdu

6.

j varp ,hatrc ,arp (tbkhu) vcr ,hatrc

R’ Yirmiyah in the Midrash resolves the apparent contradiction in the verses by presenting us with the concept of a creature
which was originally androgynous - ‘male and female’ (at the same time). R’ Shmuel bar Nachman gives a different
explanation - that of a conjoined man and woman that required separation.

vcebv hrchta 'ju,hbc vz rtucn rcfu 'or,xvu ovhrcht ,utrv ihc aha vn tkt vcebvu rfzv ,rhmh ihc arpv ihta rntu
ohbp kt ohfpuvn ova tkt rfzv hrchtf

7.

4

vf ,ut s rntn hrzufv rpx

The Kuzari (12C, Spain) emphasizes the homologous nature of male and female reproductive anatomy.
4. 4:25:32 in the 2009 Feldheim English translation.
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ohbpcn vrmh uzu '.ujcn urmh vz //// ?,srunk srun ihc vn

8.

:sx ,ucu,f

Chazal focus on parallels between male and female sexuality with male emphasis on the external and female on the internal.
This also translates into metaphysical inclinations.
C] KABBALISTIC PERSPECTIVES

9.

Rav Yosef Dov Soloveitchik - Derashot HaRav

‘Male’ and ‘female’ metaphysical realties are a mainstream of kabbalistic thought. In general terms this does not filter
down into the world of practical halacha, although it DOES influence strongly certain hashkafic perspectives of male and
female characteristics and thus the dynamic of gender roles and interactions in modern society.5 Unsurprisingly, those
contemporary Jewish societies which generally see kabbalistic thought as being more central to hashkafa, will be more likely
to translate these ideas into practical gender norms.

,uhvku lpv,vk uk ohnruda ,urhcg hbhn ah ifu //// vceb ,uhvku lpv,vk uk ohnruda ,urhcg hbhn ah rfz tuva h"pgt ostv hf gs
hpk vbvu ubue hbpk iucaju ihs ,,k vkgnk u,nab vkug vkhk kfc hf //// scg ,uhvku lpv,vk uk ohnruda ,urhcg hbhn ah ifu //// hud
ohfan tuva hn ukhpt hf gsubu /vat ka ut scg ka ut hud ka ruchgv suxc vnab uzht uk ohb,ub ohngpku /u,ut ihbs lf uhagn
///// u,nab uc rzuj ubht vru,c euxgku sunkk

10.

ck:un jwut ohhjv ;f

The more kabbalistic commentators - here the Kaf HaChaim6 - see male/female, Jewish/non-Jewish, free/slave as
metaphysical realties.7 This can lead to a system of transmigration of souls or parts of souls, even during sleep!
5. There are a number of interesting books on this issue. In particular, see Miriam Kosman - Circle, Arrow, Spiral: Exploring Gender in Judaism.
6. R' Yaakov Chaim Sofer, 1870-1939.
7. The fascinating topic of whether Torah mitzvot should be seen primarily as a metaphysical ‘reality’ or as Divine communications is addresses in full in Menachem Kellner’s excellent book,
Maimonides’ Confrontation with Mysticism.
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lfku 'trufss tnkgn vnab vk o,hva vnmgc vgshu vnfj vat v,hv kuta ,c kfhns k"apt wufu kuta ,c kfhnn vhtr ihtu ///
tk ot rcg,vk vk t"t rfz ,nab vc kdkudnv vata c,fa wy vnsev ohkudkdv rga ihhgu /k"fg sku vk vhv tk kuta ,c kfhnku
ruchg suxc ,rjt vceb vat ,nab vzht vc rcg,,a kusd ,ufz h"g

11.

y:jk jwut ohhjv ;f

,nabn ,umumhb vc vhv vsuvh ,naba kwh ?vsuvhn vskh lhtu /rfz ,nab v,hv rn, ,naba 'rn, sux kg sung, itfnu
ubnn vskh if hsh kgu 'vceb

12.

hj ;xuh sug

Some commentators use these concepts to explain characters in Tanach - here Michal and Tamar, who had strong male
metaphysical roots. Yehuda (and Yitzchak) are sometimes described as manifesting female metaphysical roots.

/utk ut aht vrehga ouan atrv ,pevc thv ,ndpb ot vatf ,kdkd,ba aht ka uz wabc ep,xvk ah t,avu ////

13.

(1914-1852 hxdt iugna wr) wch ohkudkdv rga kg irvt hbc

Occasionally this can even stray into the world of halacha - in this case the discussion is of a woman who is in fact a gilgul
(reincarnation) of a man. Does this has any impact on her spiritual connection with certain halachic prohibitions which
apply only to men, such as shaving hair around the head.
Note however:
(i) To understand anything about kabbalistic issues such as these, one must have a deep and broad education in such matters and learn
from a suitably qualified teacher. Speculation (without knowledge) about their meaning is futile and probably damaging.
(ii) Without such background, it will not be clear what connection, if any, they have with the modern issue of transgender.

D] HALACHIC FRAMEWORK TO GENDER REASSIGNMENT SURGERY

UG=g, t«k of m rtcU
 Jvk Uchre , t«k ,Urfu eU,bu ,U,fu QUgn

14.

sf:cf trehu

The Torah prohibits bringing any male animal with torn or crushed sexual organs as a sacrifice in the Temple and adds a
separate prohibition not to perform a castration, even in a non-Temple context.

Jv kve C vfp J ,UrfU
 tFS gUmp t«ch t«k

15.

c:df ohrcs

A man with cut or crushed genital organs is prohibited from marrying a Jewish woman. This would include any operation
which cuts the reproductive organs or results in sterilization.8

uag, tk ofc - uag, tk ofmrtcu

(cf trehu) rnuk sunk, - ruxt tuva ostc xurhxk ihhbn

16.
:he ,ca

The Talmud explicitly states that the Torah prohibition on castration also applies to humans.

p"gt .rtk vmujc ihc ktrah .rtc ihc ohruvy sjtu ohtny sjt ;ugu vhj vnvcc ihc ostc ihc grz hrcht shxpvk ruxt
ihc ipudc ihc ktrahc ,tz vagh tk cu,fv ihbgu 'ouen kfc dvub vz rcsa usnk vgunav hpn uag, tk ofmrtcu rntba
vru,v in veuk xrxnv kfu 'ohrjt ;udc

17.

h vfkv zy erp vthc hruxht ,ufkv o"cnr

The Rambam rules that castrating any human or animal is prohibited in all places (i.e. not just in Eretz Yisrael), and even if
one is performing the operation on an animal belonging to someone else.9

8. This is a much broader topic which cannot be dealt with here. There will be cases of medical need where such operations are halachically sanctioned.
9. The neutering of animals is a significant halachic issue. For more background see http://www.rabbimanning.com/index.php/audio-shiurim/cji/jews-and-animals/
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ruxt kct ruyp 'ohbhn rtac ihc ostc ihc 'vcebv ,t xrxnvu

18.

th ;hgx v inhx vhcru vhrp ,ufkv rzgv ict lurg ijkua

Sterilizing a female is not punishable under this prohibition but will be prohibited at least rabbinically and possibly min
haTorah10

ihc lk,a hsf ahtk vnus tv,a - h"ar) vKt vG«
 g kF Whe«kt Jv ,c=gI, hF v< t ,kn G rcD JCkh t«ku v< t kg rcd hkf vhv
 h t«k
(ohabtv

19.

v:cf ohrcs

The Torah prohibits cross dressing. Rashi understands from Chazal that the underlying reason for the prohibition is to
prevent blurring of the genders.

,fn u,ut ihfn urhcgnvu ohrpux hrcsn tkt vru,v in ruxt ubht vurgv ,hcu hjav ,hc iudf ;udv rtan rghav ,rcgv
ihrhcgna ouenc kct 'ohab iueh, unmg ie,h tka hsf ohab tkt u,ut ihrhcgn ihta ouenc ohrunt ohrcs vnc /,usrn
ouen kfc ohhrpxnc ohrcht rta rgha rhcgvk r,unu 'u,ut ihfn iht rhcgv ot ohabtu ohabv rghav

20.

ch erp ohcfuf ,sucg ,ufkv o"cnr

It is rabbinically prohibited to adopt the habits and lifestyle of the opposite gender - eg for men to shave body hair - provided
that such activities are exclusive to the other gender. Unisex activities are fine. Modern poskim have applied this
prohibition to GRS and also to hormone treatment. Furthermore, any candidate for GRS will be required to first spend time
in preparation for the other gender role. This will involve cross-dressing and other prohibitions of this mitzvah on a Torah
level.

ruyp 'htar ubhta p"gt 'unmgc kcujv

21.

tk ;hgx f, inhx ypan iauj lurg ijkua

Any self-inflicted wounding without medical need11 is prohibited.
GRS and other gender-changing treatments are thus prohibited according to Torah law.12

E] DOES THE HALACHIC GENDER CHANGE FOLLOWING GRS?
This will be relevant to many aspects of halacha, in particular marriage, divorce and mitzvot incumbent on men and women.

oav hk ,,b rat rnuk ihkufh ibhta ihrue tku ihthcn xubhdursbtu ouynuyu vatvu scgvu jhkavu

22.

'v vban t ohrufhc vban

The Mishna refers frequently to two questionable sexual statuses - ‘tumtum’ and ‘androginus’.13 A tumtum is born with no
apparent sexual organs. An androginus14 is born with both male and female sexual organs.

//// ouen kfc vatv hrnuju ahtv hrnuj ivhkg ihb,ub /epx iv hrv xubhdursbtu ouynuy

23.

s vfkv ch erp ohcfuf ,sucg ,ufkv o"cnrv

In halacha, both a tumtum and an androginus have a status of safek male/safek female and, as such, often take on many of
the halachic strictures of male and female. It is important to note that a person born with a definite gender who then has
GRS is NOT classified in halacha as a tumtum or androginus.

10. This is disputed amongst the Rishonim; the view of the Vilna Gaon indicates an issur min haTorah.
11. This of course raises the question of what is considered a legitimate medical need. There is no question that psychological factors ARE halachically relevant.
12. Nevertheless, none of these prohibitions is in principle one which overrides danger to life. As such, in the event of a real suicide risk, a comprehensive psychological risk would need to be
undertaken and a senior posek consulted.
13. For an overview of the relevant issues, see Tumtum And Androgynous, Rabbi Alfred Cohen, Journal of Halacha & Contemporary Society XXXVIII; Fall 1999 - Sukkot 5760.
14. Today known as ‘intersex’ - a variety of medical conditions in which male and female sexual organs or characteristics manifest. Around around 0.15% of births manifest atypical sexual
organs, although wider intersex issues can affect up to 2% of the population.
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///// /vcebk ut rfzk ufpvku uj,bk r,un ot rfz ubhv ,hybd vbhjcnu vcebf vtrb ,hbumhj vbhjcnu skuba eubh,
vrenc ,ucrk odu /vcebk 'rfz ubhv ,hybd vbhjcna sukhhv ihnv ,t lupvk hkkf iputc iv ,tz gmck r,una vyub h,gs ////
/vcebf vtrb rcf ,hbumhj vbhjcn rat sukhhv vcebk lupvku shjhv latv ,t ,urfk r,una erpv kg snugv ubhbpka
drcbhskuu tsuvh rzghkt vmrgvcu ,ushshc vbph rat kfc vjkmv ,frccu vreuvc

24.

jg inhx th ekj rzghkt .hm ,"ua

According to the Tzitz Eliezer, birth gender is defined by external examination, not internal organs or genetic
configuration.15

tuv vcg IT v< t hcF J n cFJ , t«k rfz ,t u

25.

cf:jh trehu

The Torah prohibits sexual intercourse between two men.

vsku,c if,h tk vzu vat rac ,rumf upudc asjha hn ah hf 'k"z ktbbj cr rnthu - rfz ,tu

26.

oa trzg ict

Ibn Ezra cites Rabbeinu Chananel (11C) who stated that the definition of ‘zachar’ includes a man who has had surgery to
create female sexual organs. It appears from this that such a person is still regarded clearly as a man. It would thus seem
that, in the view of R. Chananel, GRS does NOT change gender.

27.

iusbuk 'xbxurd chhk vhrt ihhs - ywn wc ekj vhrt ck ,wua

The position of most poskim is that GRS will NOT change the halachic gender.
• Would the halacha be different for a non-Jew who performed a GRS and then converted to Judaism?
• What about a child who underwent a GRS prior to bar/bat mitzvah?

ktrah ,ubc ,jtf vku,c wt vat taba icutrc 'tuvu ',tzf grth ot ktrahu van ,sf yd lhrm ot //// ,jt vkta tc
vceb v,hva ,tzk ihsv uvn 'kf kfn kfc rfzk vcebn ,hb,abs vren vk vre ohba vnf rjtu 'vatu aht lrsf vng vhvu
lhrm ubht tnkhs ut 'aht ,at u,at v,hva iuhf ktrahu van ,sf ydc vardk vz icutr lhrm ot rfz ,hagbu aht ,atu
//// aht ot hf vat vbbhta iuhf
'h,,bt ,bt c,ufu u,atk yd i,ub ahts tuv ydv jxub hrvs 'vat tku v,g tuv rfzs yd lhrm tks vtrb ub,kta ihbgcu
'rcd unmg uvhts rcdk hzj,t tku wufu rcd kfk vcxb,vk vtykau vtar vk c,uf odu 'aht rcd t"f t,,t ubhbpk ah tku
yd i,hk icutr lhrm ubhts s"gk vtrb p"fg wufu t"fk ,r,unu vhutra vat vbht hrvu 'ost kfk ,r,un ,t ydc c,uf odu
okau rund aht ,hagba u,atk

28.

u'uf erp vf inhx h ekj rzghkt .hm ,"uac tcun hdkp ;xuh crvn uhjt ,t ;xuh ,'ua

In a 19C teshuva, Rav Yosef Pelagi considers the following halachic scenario: If a married woman develops a medical
condition whereby she grows male sexual organs and transforms into man does she need a halachic ‘get’ to divorce her from
her husband? He rules that she does NOT need a ‘get’ since she is no longer a woman, rather a man, and the marriage is
automatically annulled.

15. Medical intersex issues can often be purely internal - involving abnormal internal organs, chromosomes or hormones.
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k"h ////// ?ov unf sjt vfzh ot 'f"d ,urusk vbhn tepb 'rjt ahtk tabhk ohkufh ot k"chr ,at ut 'k"z thcbv uvhkt ,at
hbpud tku hbjur ikufa 'ltkn ,at tku vruxt uvgr ,at

29.

ce inhx ohc,fu ohexp iasv ,nur,

The Terumat Hadeshen (15C) asks what is the status of Eliyahu’s wife. Since Eliyahu was taken alive to heaven, is his wife
still married to him or is she free to marry someone else? He answers that she is free to marry another man since the Torah
prohibits only the wife of a man and NOT the wife of a malach!
The Minchat Chinuch (203) explains as follows. Some marriages are totally invalid in halacha to the extent that, even if a marriage
ceremony is carried out, no halachic ‘kiddushin’ is created. Any prohibited relationship of that severity which arises subsequently in the
middle of a marriage will effectively uproot the original kiddushin and render the couple retroactively not married. So too in this case, since
a marriage between a woman and a malach is totally invalid, if the husband became a malach during the marriage, the marriage is
annuled. Thus Eliyahu’s wife is free to remarry without a get.16

n"n 'uvgr ,at v,hva ,uahtv kju khj,v rcfa p"gtu 'vat-,at tku vruxt uvgr ,ats rnuk ah ubbushbc b"v f"tu
hnb hxp, tk f"unf 'ltknn ihause hxp, tks oaf tvs ///// /vat-,at cua ,hagbs ,uhvc ihausev ivhktn ihgepb
ihausev ugepb tkhnn f"t vbnn ihause ,gf hxp, tku vatk vhvbu lpvb uz ka vkgc ,gfa iuhfnu 'vatn ihause
ivhktn ihnsuev

30.

u'uf erp vf inhx h ekj rzghkt .hm ,"ua

Based on this principle, Rav Eliezer Waldenburg in a relatively recent teshuva (around 1970) ruled that if a married man
had MtF RGS the marriage would lapse without the need for a divorce. The clear implication of this teshuva appears to be
that the surgery DOES change the halachic gender of the person.

ouan vat hbag tka rnut ubht rjav ,frc rnutafs k"b ahtk lpvbu vkj, vat vhva vzf ahts tbhnt odu
hbfpva okugv lkn ubeukt ws v,t lurc tkt 'vat ,rumc okugv rhutk tmhu unt iycc vkhj, vat ,hagb rcfs
ahtk

31.

uf erp vf inhx h ekj rzghkt .hm ,"ua

Rav Waldenberg, quoting Rav Pelagi, also discusses whether a woman who turns into a man (through a natural condition)
can say ‘Shelo Asani Isha’. She was created a woman but had now became a man.17
Limitations to the Application of the Teshuva of Rav Waldenberg
1. At no stage does he suggest that GRS is permitted. All halachic authorities state that it is prohibited.
2. Although he assumes that GRS effects a change in gender to dissolve a marriage, there is no indication of what evidence he bases such
an assertion on. This does weaken its impact as a landmark teshuva. Using Rav Pelagi as a primary source is also fairly weak - Rav Pelagi
is not known as a major halachic authority.
3. It is not clear that Rav Waldenberg is giving a psak that extends beyond the case in question - the dissolution of the marriage. To
extrapolate to a general statement on gender reorientation may be overextending the teshuva.
4. Rav Waldenberg is a minority voice amongst other poskim, none of whom has indicated that GRS effects a change of halachic gender.

16. This halachic principal is based on this statement of Rashi - Yevamot 49b s.v. dehah. The gemara there states a man is not allowed to remarry his wife if she became a Sotah (suspected
adulteress). If he does remarry her however, the marriage is valid and a halachic kiddushin is created. Rashi clarifies that it must be the case that remarriage to a Sotah creates kiddushin
since, had it not, the original marriage would have lapsed as soon as she became a Sotah.
17. Is status determined at birth or at the time of the beracha? For instance, can a convert say ‘shelo asani goy’? Rav Pelagi suggests a new beracha - ‘who has turned me into a man’.
Leaving aside the issue as to whether we can invent new berachot today, (consider for example the origin of ‘she’asani kirtzono’) it is difficult to understand how a person could undergo
GRS and then claim that God had turned them into the other gender.
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On the basis of the above:
• GRS is prohibited according to all opinions - a number of Torah and Rabbinic prohibitions may be involved.
• According to almost all (and perhaps all) poskim, GRS does not18 effect a shift in halachic gender for general purposes.
• According to one major posek, GRS may result in an annulment of the marriage - most poskim disagree.
• A person who has had GRS will not be allowed to enter into a halachic marriage, even as the ‘old’ gender.
• On the question of yichud with a person following GRS, since the gender does not change, this will still be prohibited as before.19

F] INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNAL ISSUES

32.

Finally, and most importantly, the suggestion that because G-d is benevolent and He “does not demand the impossible from his
creatures” (Avodah Zarah 3a), it must be that “everyone is capable of healing” and “change is always possible” is, in my opinion,
demonstrably incorrect. Millions of heterosexual people have been born with (or developed) natural conditions that have deprived
them of the blessings of marriage and physical intimacy. Whether they are not able to marry due to physical deformations,
emotional handicaps, halakhic restrictions, or they have become inextricably constrained in sexless marriages through no fault of
their own, or Divine Providence has simply barred them from finding a spouse (despite their herculean efforts), the result is quite
“cruel.” Such individuals quite naturally crave sexual fulfillment, and if they observe the laws of the Torah, they will remain
perpetually frustrated and they are clearly not “capable of healing” or finding outlets for their sexual drives that are halakhically
acceptable. The suggestion that there ‘must’ always be a remedy to every problem and there is always a halakhically viable outlet
for every drive is not only at odds with the facts, it is, in my opinion, theologically dangerous.
While such a doctrine may provide a temporary boost for those whose faith has been challenged by suffering, ultimately it is likely
to strike a death knell to the remnants of their faith. For those who base their faith on such a premise are likely to become
disillusioned. When they ultimately discover the sad facts of life, namely that there are actually illnesses without remedies and
that there are challenges with no readily available solutions, they may feel compelled to desert their faith altogether. Rather than
making absolute claims about the possibility of sexual reorientation based on supposedly inviolable dogmas about the nature of
divinely imposed challenges, I would recommend that rabbis preach a more nuanced and true-to-life formulation. Such a
statement would concede that G-d has clearly imposed on some people, whether they are heterosexual, homosexual, asexual or
bisexual, “lifelong, Torah prohibited situations with no achievable solutions.” This position is not essentially connected to
challenges of a sexual nature. For example, Divine Providence has historically placed many people in positions in which they have
had to live their entire lives in extreme poverty in order to remain loyal to the commandments mandating the observance of
Shabbos. Many couples have been deprived of the blessing of children and as a result have endured acute lifelong suffering,
simply because G-d created them with a biological nature to ovulate prematurely: in such a situation those who do not transgress
the laws of niddah remain childless for life.
As to why, from the human vantage point, G-d does apparently “play cruel tricks with His creatures,” one only needs to open up the
Holy Scriptures to learn that Divinely inflicted suffering is ultimately beyond human grasp. In the Psalms and Ecclesiastes, as well
as in The Ethics of Our Fathers and the Talmud, Prophets and Sages alike confront the issue of theodicy in different ways and
provide a variety of theological strategies for dealing with “the suffering of the righteous.”
Yet ultimately the man of faith will humbly accept that we, with our limited intelligence, can never adequately plumb the depths of
such mysteries. If we ever become inclined to presumptuousness in this regard we ought to retract and confess as did the Biblical
Job (Job 42:3): “I did indeed speak without understanding, of things too wondrous for me and which I did not know”
Rabbi Chaim Rappaport - Judaism and Homosexuality - An Alternative Rabbinic View, Hakira Journal Vol 13 p38

18. R. Refael Evers (see below) confirmed to me that the position of R. Zalman Nechemia Golberg (as related to him directly by R. Goldberg) is also that the gender does NOT change following
GRS.
19. Confirmed by R. Evers in personal correspondence. According to Rabbi Evers, the issue of sexual attraction following GRS is not to relevant to yichud. The poskim are unlikely to take
account of the Tzitz Eliezer and permit yichud with someone who had a GRS. However, in a situation of yichud derabbanan (eg multiple individuals together) the poskim will need to decide
if there is room for leniency in the case of GRS, in reliance on the Tzitz Eliezer. Additionally, is there room for stringency following GRS to prohibit yichud based on the ‘new’ gender. If the
GRS results in the person being unable to conduct a physical sexual relationship, this will also impact on the halacha, as in the case of a very sick or old person when the halachot of
yichud are more lenient.
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ohehsmv hruxhn tk ;tu ohgarv ,ukan tk ubhshc iht rnut htbh hcr

33.

uy vban s erp ,uct vban

Chazal tell us in Pirkei Avot that we cannot understand why certain challenges are given to certain people. This is the
age-old question on ‘tzaddik v’ra lo’ - why do bad things happen to good people.

unuenk ghd,a sg lrcj ,t ihs, ktu //// rnut kkv

34.

s vban c erp ,uct ,fxn vban

We may not make value judgements of other people until we have stood in their shoes.
Nevertheless, serious thought must be given to question of to whether we can ever accept transgender (even de facto) as a viable
alternative lifestyle and include transgender individuals in public religious life. Many Orthodox communities are accepting and
non-judgmental of those who do not keep Shabbat or taharat mishpacha (both halachic prohibitions of great severity). However, (i) this is
often in a context of outreach; and (ii) there may be a significant distinction in that transgender lifestyle could be seen as a much more
fundamental contradiction to the very fabric of Jewish community - the family. Compare the Jewish response to intermarriage which,
technically, is a less serious prohibition than taharat mishpacha and yet, in real terms, is much more of a departure from Jewish life.

vnvcku rfzk ,uhxnund uc,fa sg okugv in ujunhb tk kucnv rus rnt hcr oac tbuv hcr

35.

hbc utrhu v v"s uf varp vcr ,hatrc

Chazal tell us that the final straw which caused the flood in the time of Noach was societal and institutionalized acceptance
of lifestyle choices which consciously blur sexuality.

36.

xrphht ktpr wr 'tpru cau ,wua

Rabbi Rafael Evers deals with many of these issues in a contemporary teshuva. He is dealing with the case of a man in
Holland who underwent GRS to become a woman and subsequently intermarried. Now aged 53, the individual wishes to
reconnect with the Orthodox community and attend services. Rabbi Evers rules that: (i) the person is halachically a man;
(ii) he may not marry another man or a women (due to his castration); (iii) he may attend shul in the men’s section, once
suitably dressed as a man; (iv) it is essential to reach out such a person with love to encourage him to reconnect with a life of
Torah and mitzvot.

